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Ask who’s seen snow before? For those who have,  have you had a look at a snowflake on
your glove or on your clothes? What shape does it form? And how could such a tiny little
snowflake have such a beautiful and complicated shape? Show them the snowflake printout
or draw a few snowflakes on a piece of paper and show that to them.

The snowflakes that you see in your hand or on your clothes was once formed high up in a 
cloud. It started as a single droplet of water. If the weather was warm enough then that water
droplet would have formed what?.... Rain. If the weather was cold enough then it would have 
frozen into a tinee tiny droplet of ice. What happened next? Other water droplets would stick 
to the ice droplet and also freeze. The way they stick together they would form a shape with 
6 sides forming a snow crystal, basically forming 6 arms. More and more droplets would 
attach to the snow crystal and a beautiful snowflake will form.

Now lets see if we can catch these snowflakes with our mouths (just like the little girl in the 
picture above). 

Materials Required: 

1. A2 white paper
2. Scissors
3. Pencil
4. Pastel crayons
5. Glue
6. Thin brush for glue 
7. Thick brush for the background
8. Water colour paint or acrylic ink
9. Jug of water
10. Wool/ yarn
11. Plate (to trace the face with)
12. Hand towel (each child should have a hand towel (always when working with paint or 

ink), to dry the brush and to clean painted fingers
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Prepare each workstation with a 
A2 white paper, a plate (to trace
the face),  a pencil, pastel crayons 
jug of water and water paint/ or 
acrylic ink. 

Hand the brushes, scissors, glue 
and wool out later.

And a tongue. 

1

Draw a round face in the top 
3rd of your page. This can be
done freehand, or...

2 By using a small plate as a 
guide for scale. Use a plate  
for younger children as they 
will battle to draw a large 
enough head.

3

Draw a nose at the top of your 
head.4 6
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Prepare this part before the class begins

Draw a big open mouth.5
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And a scarf.8 Draw the body. Explain to the 
children that they must design 
their own bodies. 

9

Look at these adorable 
snowman arms.

10 12
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Colour in using pastel 
crayons. Outline the body 
and then decorate it with 
stripes, dots, as colourful as 
possible. Colour the tongue 
red and mouth black to 
make the teeth stand out. 

11

Draw teeth. 7

Draw your own snowflake
design, it can just be a star or 
you can add details to it if 
you like (use white pastel 
crayon, see the next step). 
Have a look at all of these 
wonderful shapes. 
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Paint your background using 
water colour paint or acrylic 
ink. See how the crayon resists 
the ink/ paint. 

14 If your crayons does not work 
properly, no need to stress. 
Use white wool to create 
snowflakes. You can glue it 
down in star shapes.

15

Stick wool down for hair. You 
can do any design that you like, 
you can even plat your hair and 
then stick it down. 

16
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If there is time left add wool 
onto your scarf or colourful 
jacket/

17

Draw snowflakes using a white 
pastel crayon. Remember to 
press really hard as we are 
going to paint over it and the 
crayon needs to resist the 
paint.

13


